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ARE YOU AN IMPOSTOR? 



DEFINITIONS

• Impostor syndrome/ phenomenon 
• “Internal experience of intellectual 

phoniness” (Clance & Imes, 1985)
• “Illusion of incompetence” (Chrisman 

et al., 1995)



High achievers, well-qualified professionals (Bernard, Dollinger, & 
Ramaniah, 2002)

“I am not a writer. I’ve
been fooling myself and
other people.”

“The beauty of the impostor
syndrome is you vacillate between
extreme egomania and a complete
feeling of: ‘I’m a fraud! Oh God,
they’re on to me! I’m a fraud!’ . . .”

WHO ?



WHO?

Different domains:
• academics (Parkman, 2016; Olubenga & Cristea, 2018); 
• software developers (Hadimani & Cristea, 2017); 
• marketing managers (Fried-Buchalter, 1992); 
• physician assistants  (Mattie et al., 2008);



OUR STUDY

Ø To understand the prevalence of Impostor Feeling
(“IF”) among senior leaders and how they are affected
by it.

Ø To uncover successful coping strategies in order to
support leaders who are affected by IF.



OUR STUDY

WHO? 
Ø290 participants (including 148 CEOs, Chairs
and Non-Executive Directors);

Ø between 24 – 74 years; males and females

HOW?
ØAn online Qualtrics survey (i.e., Impostor
Syndrome Scale, socio-demographics) ;

ØInterviews (N=20);



36% of senior leaders are regularly
subject to Impostor Feeling in the
workplace!

OUR STUDY



WHO?

Socio-demographics:
• Across genders (Simon & Choi,

2018),
• Across cultures (Chae et al., 1995;

Sakulku & Alexander, 2011).
• More prevalent among BAME

groups (Cokley et al., 2017).



OUR STUDY
Age Gender



CHARACTERISTICS

• Self-doubt (Clance & Imes, 1978)
• Perfectionism (Thomson, Foreman, &

Martin, 2000)
• Need for social approval (Ferrari &

Thompson, 2006);
• Inability to internalize success/

achievements (Topping & Kimmel, 1985)



SELF-DOUBT

• Negative relation between self-doubt and self-
efficacy: impact on occupational success (Schmitt, 
2008); 

• Low professional expectations (Chassangre, 2014); 
• Choices for easily-attainable goals (Fried-Buchalter, 

1997; Neureiter & Traut-Mattauch, 2016). 



PERFECTIONISM

• Mistakes = incompetence (Ferrari & Thompson, 2006)
• Excessive concern over mistakes (Dudau, 2014)

• Fear of imperfection = self-presentation strategies (Leary et
al., 2000)

• Lack of authenticity!



PERFECTIONISM

• Different behaviours depending on the outcome; 

Successful outcome = NOT guaranteed: 
• Procrastination (Rohmann, Bechtoldt, & Leonhardt, 2016) 
• Self-handicap (Want & Kleitment, 2006)



PERFECTIONISM

Successful outcome = guaranteed
• Work longer hours & over preparation (Ross & Krukowshi,

2016)

Consequences:
• personal level (e.g., burnout, emotional exhaustion &

depression, McGregor, Gee, & Posey, 2008)
• organisational level (e.g., loss of energy and time resources;

Crawford et al., 2016)



• Self-serving bias theory (Heider, 1958)

• External attributions 
• e.g., luck, team’s input (Caselman, 2000)

• Impact on self-worth and self-esteem (Cozzarelli & Major, 1990)

EXTERNAL LOCUS OF CONTROL



NEED FOR SOCIAL APPROVAL

Social comparison (Lane, 2015)
• Constant comparison with other significant professionals’ 

skills 
• Perceptions of being unequal to their peers; 

• Consequences: 
• Avoid evaluative situations (Kumar & Jagacinski, 2006)
• Keep a low profile (Seritan & Mehta, 2016); 
• Take jobs below their skills set (Fried-Buchalter, 1997); 



WHAT IS IT LIKE?

“Six months after I left, I was diagnosed
with clinical burnout syndrome”

“100% afraid of failure. It is my biggest
challenge in my career”

“Impostor Feeling is that idea of – I’m not
wanted here or I’m not welcome here…I’m
not valued here”

Thoughts
• “Not good enough”
• “Shouldn’t be in this role”
Emotions
• Anxiety
• Isolation
Physical Impact
• Tears, struggling to speak
• Physiological effects



CHARACTERISTICS

HIGH IF

• Lack of Authenticity
• Lack of Self-Confidence
• Perfectionism
• Self-doubt
“I think there is an aspect of putting on a mask
at work”

“Sometimes I’ve not had the confidence to deal
with situations that I should have dealt with
because I start to think it is my fault not theirs

LOW IF
• Authenticity
• Confidence
• Experience

“I feel that I was encouraged to be confident and
to have a sense of self-worth.”
“I would attribute that to my age and my
experience and that I am in my second CEO role.
I think some of it comes from being well-
established at this level of seniority”



CONSEQUENCES IN THE WORKPLACE

Neureiter & Traut-Mattausch ( 2016) - IF prevents individuals from 
striving to: 

• Attain higher positions (e.g., decline promotions)
• Assume a leadership role 
• Undertake career planning            



CONSEQUENCES IN THE WORKPLACE

Vergawe et al. (2015) – High Impostor Feeling leads to:
• Low job satisfaction
• Tendency for low turnover

Implication: organisations cannot fully capitalize on impostors
potential!



CONSEQUENCES IN THE WORKPLACE

Organizational commitment (Grubb & McDowell, 2012):  
• affective (attachment and loyalty to the organization);
• continuance (the costs associated with leaving 

an organization); 

• More continuance (Powell & Meyer, 2004) & less affective 
commitment (Grubb & McDowell, 2012).

• Implications: 
• career exploration & expand job market knowledge; 
• less engagement with task and poorer performance; 



OVERCOMING IF…
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OVERCOMING IF…

Ø Talk to others – ”Break the silence and reach to others”.

Ø Self-reflection – “Separate feeling from facts, re-frame and recognize
when you should feel fraudulent”

Ø Challenge yourself – ”New rules/ new ways of seeing things”

Ø Failure = opportunity – “Challenge yourself to develop new
responses/reactions to failure and to making mistakes”



OVERCOMING IF…

Ø Embrace success – “Accentuate the positive and visualize
success”.

Ø Build networks – “Surround yourself with people”

Ø “FAKE IT UNTIL YOU MAKE IT”



CONCLUSIONS

• Accept who you are and be resourceful to be your best self.
• Learn to reframe how you perceive others, and different

experiences.
• Build strong networks founded on trust.
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